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MSC sends 1986-built boxship for recycling
in India
By Rob Willmington

More containerships head for recycling
Four ageing boxships have been reported as being sold for recycling in the past week

by  robert.willmington@lloydslistintelligence.com

So far, 10 containerships have been sold for scrap since January 1. These have a combined slot capacity of
19,000 teu

FOUR elderly containerships have been sold for recycling in recent days as shipowners take advantage of
high scrap prices following the normalisation of asset values in the past year, according to brokers.

MSC Mediterranean Shipping Co-controlled containership MSC Giovanna (IMO: 8505836) is reported to have been
sold to shipbreakers in Alang, India, for $500 per light displacement tonne. The sale has netted its seller some

$5.6m.

The 2,098 teu capacity, 1987-built ship was
purchased by MSC on the second hand market in
1999 from Croatia-based owners. 

According to data collected by Lloyd’s List, 10
containerships have now been sold for recycling
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MSC GIOVANNA IS REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN SOLD TO INDIAN SHIP

BREAKERS FOR AROUND $5.6M.
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Read the full article here ❯

13 Feb 2023

MSC joins other major operators, including
Evergreen and Wan Hai Lines, in recent sales of
elderly containerships for demolition

since the beginning of this year, with a combined
capacity of almost 19,000 teu. 

Volumes have been picking up since the �nal month
of 2022. However, an expected �urry of boxship
recycling sales, due to the downturn in container
freight markets, has so far failed to materialise.      

“The container demolition market is rolling along
nicely, with a regular stream of sales of ships for recycling. Nevertheless, there has not been a frenzied rush
to recycle boxships so far this year — it is more a steady and controlled pace in sales,” Jonathan Roach,
container market analyst at Braemar said. “With the charter market for feeders being relatively buoyant,
owners are �xing tonnage rather than thinking about recycling at this time.” 

 

Containership demolition sales 
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Other containerships reported to have been sold for recycling in the past week comprised the Transworld

Holdings-owned, 1,608 teu capacity OEL Shravan (IMO: 9162368), which was sold on an as-is basis at
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Colombo for ultimate delivery to Bangladeshi ship recyclers. The 1998-built vessel is understood to have been

purchased for $585 per LDT.

The similar 1997-built Xiumei Shanghai (IMO: 9138264) is said to have been sold to undisclosed Indian sub-

continent buyers by Sinokor for $620 per LDT.

Indonesia’s P.T. Tanto Intim Line has sold the 1984-built, 327 teu capacity Tanto Sentosa (IMO: 8324270) on an
as-is basis, with delivery at a Malaysia port, for $490 per LDT.       
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